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UST because you have a brain injury it does not mean that you
will not be able to drive. But driving is a complex activity. Lots
of things can aﬀect your ability to drive. These include:

•

Reduced concentration – which could aﬀect your ability to make a
quick decision. It is always a good idea not to drive when you are
tired as this also reduces your concentration.

•

Slow thinking – which can also aﬀect how quickly you make
decisions, your ability to plan ahead and how much information
you are able to take in at once, especially the information on road
signs.

•

Medications – some can aﬀect your co-ordination and reaction
times.

•

Diﬃculty with vision – could cause you not to see signs, other cars
or hazards (such as people on bicycles). You could also misjudge
other people’s speed or distances between you and other objects.

•

Physical diﬃculties - such as muscle weakness may mean you
have trouble with your co-ordination and this may make your
reaction times slower.

•

Epilepsy, dizziness, fainting and other medical conditions can be
very dangerous while driving and may mean you are not able to
drive for a while.

When you apply to get a learner’s licence you will need to ﬁll out an
“Application for a Licence”. This form contains questions about your
medical conditions, any disabilities and any medications you are taking that could aﬀect your ability to drive. If you have any of the things
listed above you may need to answer ‘YES’ to some of these questions.
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O not worry straight away! Answering YES does not mean
that you will not be able to drive. It may mean you need to collect a bit more information. You may have to ask your doctor to complete a medical assessment and possibly have an Occupational Therapy
driving assessment to make sure you will be safe on the road. If you
think you may need one of these contact your local RTA and talk with
them about what you may need.

What if I do need an Occupational Therapy
Driving Assessment?
You can get a list of Occupational Therapists that are qualiﬁed to
undertake driving assessments from your local RTA oﬃce. Or you
can contact the Occupational Therapy Association of Australia to
get the contact details of an OT that is close to where you live.
Contact:
The RTA on 13 2213 or www.rta.nsw.gov.au
OT Australia NSW on (02) 9648 3225 or www.otnsw.com.au

If you do have some of the diﬃculties that can aﬀect driving they can
usually be sorted out with a few lessons or some specialised equipment.
There will be fees associated with gaining your drivers licence. It is a
good idea to ask the RTA or an occupational therapist about this.
If you have any questions contact the RTA or an Occupational Therapist at your brain injury service.

